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Introduction
Humans have been manipulating genes for thousands of years1, examples include
domesticating wild wolves into family-friendly companions2 or the cultivation of wild apples
into their present-day larger and sweeter form3. In the last half century humans went from simply
influencing and modifying genes through selective breeding4 and other means to having the
ability to alter genetic material in a laboratory using genetic engineering technology5. The
altering of genes of agricultural products is perhaps the more commonly known form of genetic
engineering6. We have genetically altered lettuce with scorpion venom to reduce the need for
pesticides7 and altered the photosynthesis in rice to produce higher yields8. Another commonly
known form is in vitro fertilization9, which led to the first technologically assisted reproduced
baby in 197810. Other than these commonly known genetic engineering technologies, there are
yet even more available to the scientific research community, like Zinc-Finger Nucleases,
TALENs and CRISPR-Cas911.
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To sum up, genetic engineering technology has allowed us to observe, understand and
even rewire the DNA of organisms12. Today, there is a boom in development in this area of
science, thanks to a newly applied system called CRISPR-Cas913. CRISPR-Cas9 is fairly new
genetic engineering technology that has been at the center of various scandalous events within
the science community. In 2017, Josiah Zayner14, a self-proclaimed “bio-hacker” live-streamed
himself on social media injecting himself with un-tested, non-FDA approved muscle-growth
gene therapy created with the use of CRISPR-Cas915. His action was followed by two more “biohackers” from the Ascendance Biomedical16 company, who also injected themselves with an
experimental HIV gene-therapy17 and an experimental herpes treatment18,19. Today, Zayner sells
“do-it-yourself” CRISPR kits through his website20. The United States Federal Drug
Administration21 (FDA) issued a statement22 in 2017 stating that the sale of products intended for
self-administration such as the do-it-yourself kits made to produce gene therapies were against
the law.
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Enter, the CRISPR baby scandal23. News broke on November 25, 201824 by MIT
Technology Review that He Jiankui25, a young Chinese scientist and his research team at the
Southern University of Science and Technology26, in Shenzhen, China created the world’s first
genetically-engineered babies, the application with the Chinese Clinical Trial Registry27 and
other documentation which can be viewed online28,29. He and his team recruited six couples, each
set being an HIV-negative mother and HIV-positive father. The team used CRISPR-Cas9 to
disable the CCR5 gene in fertilized eggs to produce HIV-resistant babies. The CCR5 gene, also
known to act as a doorway that allows HIV to enter the white blood cells, infects the carrier with
HIV if exposed. The team then implanted these modified embryos in all the women. Only one
pregnancy was brought to full term. The result was the birth of a set of twins, Lulu and Nana, the
world’s first genetically-engineered “HIV-resistant children,” according to He. Additionally, a
United States professor of physics and bioengineering at Rice University, Michael Deem, is
being investigated for his involvement in the research and the experiment30. To date, He’s work
has not been published in any scientific journals and none of his work has been independently
verified. Credible verification would require independent peer-review of He’s work and
comprehensive DNA sequencing of both parents and the twins31.
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Part I will explain in more depth what CRISPR-Cas9 is and how it works; as well as why
non-regulation or deficient regulation is a human rights issue. Next, Part II identifies the current
regulatory framework for gene-editing internationally, focusing on the position of the United
Nations, comparing that to China and finally The United States of America.
Lastly, Part III seeks to identify potential applications and consequences if the United
States were to adopt the generally accepted regulatory framework as the United Nations or their
peer countries. I ultimately conclude that a global consensus needs to be reached in order to
safeguard human rights, this requires regulation of not only germline cell editing but also
somatic cell editing, as I have also identified one of many potentially problematic applications.

Part I: A Short History of CRISPR-Cas9
CRISPR-Cas9 is a two-part system. CRISPR pronounced “crisper,” stands for “clusters
of regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats, and is a naturally-occurring mechanism in
prokaryotes32 such as bacteria33 and archaea34. Bacteria and archaea35 cells naturally have an
adaptive immune system called CRISPR that allows them to detect viral DNA and destroy it 36.
Cas-9 is a protein that acts like a pair of molecular scissors37. In 2012, a team led by
Jennifer Doudna38, a professor in the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering and
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the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology39 at the University of California, Berkeley and
Emmanuelle Charpentier40, director at the Max Planck Institute for Infection Biology41 in Berlin,
Germany proposed harnessing the function of the system as a genetic engineering technology42.
That same year, Feng Zhang43, a core institute member of the Broad Institute of MIT and
Harvard44 and his team were able to use CRISPR-Cas9 to cut human DNA in specified places45.
These discoveries launched a years-long patent dispute between the University of California,
Berkeley and the Harvard and MIT-affiliated institute, eventually leading the United States Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit to affirm a lower court’s finding that the Broad Institute holds
the patent rights to CRISPR-Cas946 in September 2018.
The CRISPR-Cas9 system (hereinafter CRISPR for short) is unique in that, not only is it
cheaper47 than other genetic engineering technologies, but in comparison, is easier to use and is
more precise48. According to the University of California, Berkeley, anyone can make tens of
thousands of precisely guided probes covering an organism’s entire genome for less than $100 in
supplies49. These developments lend themselves to widespread accessibility, it’s use is no longer
limited to a lab, schoolchildren are using it in their classrooms50 and you can even buy a DIY kit
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online for $15051. These key features make CRISPR the most popular system on the market52. It
has become so popular that it has been dubbed “the rock star tool of biology53” by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, even boasting an annual fan convention called
CRISPRcon54. In 2015 CRISPR was named Science’s Breakthrough of the Year55. Despite its
popularity, many scientists remain wary of ethical dilemmas and practical dangers, even by
Jennifer Doudna, one of its own co-inventors. Doudna described in her book, A Crack in
Creation: The New Power to Control Evolution, that the early years after publishing her work,
she had a reoccurring a nightmare of Hitler coming up to her with pig-like features wanting to
learn about CRISPR56. Dawn Sinclair Shapira, filmmaker of “The State of Eugenics,” says, “in
the wrong hands could become a tool of oppression57.” There are two major debates58: (a)
germline editing versus somatic editing and (b) therapy versus enhancement. I will discuss these
in turn.
1) The Two Major Debates
a) Germline Editing Versus Somatic Editing
There are two ways to edit human genes: germline editing and somatic editing59. Somatic
editing60 involves making a genetic edit of a non-reproductive cell of a fully developed
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individual organism. This type of edit stays with the organism, meaning it would not be passed
on genetically. An example is when CRISPR was used on four dogs, they successfully reversed
muscular dystrophy on all the dogs at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center,61
however the progeny of these dogs would not be genetically resistant to developing muscular
dystrophy. Another example is when it was used to create mice that were resistant to cocaineseeking behavior and even immune to cocaine overdose62.
Germline editing involves editing the human germ cell or embryo63. Editing at the
germline or embryonic level means that the edit would be passed down genetically to its
progeny64, in contra to the natural progression of human evolution65. An example is when
CRISPR was used to correct a potentially fatal genetic disorder in 16 out of 18 non-viable
embryos at the ShanghaiTech University in China66. Had the embryos in the Chinese study been
viable, implanted and carried to term, the end-result would be a modified human who would
carry on the “edit” to future generations. Currently the only known germline edit on a viable
human embryo that lead to the creation of the world’s first genome-edited children was done in
China in 2018. This hotly contested act was perpetrated by He Jiankui, who claims he and his
team created “HIV-resistant” twins, their names Lulu and Nana67. He has also claimed a second
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pregnancy with a gene-edited embryo is in its early stages68. More on this in Part II, section b,
The People’s Republic of China below.
The difference between these two kinds of editing, whether the modified gene is passed
down genetically to future generations or not is simple, but has devastating consequences. We do
not have a full understanding of germline cells, of what sweeping implications modification or
elimination of a gene may have, and what effect diminished genetic diversity would have on the
human race and our entire ecosystem. Please see a more in-depth discussion of this topic in the
section on ethical concerns below.
b) Therapy Versus Enhancement
Therapeutic editing and enhancement editing is another equally contested major debate69.
Genetic editing that is considered “therapeutic” treats or prevents diseases, disabilities or
impairments70. Enhancement editing involves creating improvements like augmenting
intelligence or enhancing athletic performance71. It is the expression of preferred traits as to
“superficial” features like skin color or eye color72. While differentiation in this kind of editing
seems obvious, many scientists are concerned about where the lines will be drawn as to which
ailments should be labeled “medical” in order to be considered a therapeutic edit, and not an
enhancement73. And once that determination is made, will it create negligence in the parents who
have not “genetically-corrected” their children? Those with genetic modifications would be a
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“privileged elite,” as Heather Long, a journalist for The Washington Post, calls them, a group of
humans who will have obvious intergenerational advantages over others and “further exacerbate
our world of haves and have nots.”74
c) The Ethical Concerns
The ethical concerns would probably be best understood under bioethical standards.
Central to the practice of medicine and biological sciences are “The Four Principles of
Bioethics,75” also known as the four-principles approach.76 This approach was developed by two
American philosophers, Tom Beauchamp77 and James Childress.78 This approach has long held
that at the root of biomedical ethics are the following four principles: respect for autonomy,
beneficence, non-maleficence and justice. These principles will lay the fundamental groundwork
for each foreseeable potential human rights violation I state below.
Personal autonomy means the right to make his or her own choice79. This principle will
be violated if germline editing is allowed, mainly because it affects future generations as
discussed above, given their obvious lack of consent as to inherited modified genes. The creation
of a heritable modified genes has unpredictable implications on humankind and evolution80. In a
2018 commentary article authored by professors and research scholars noted there may be
unintended consequences to editing out harmful mutations in humans:
Here we simply emphasize to express that it may have effect
modification of mutations in germ cell will ultimately eliminate that
mutation in the next generation, which will deter the on-going
human evolution. Mutations are an essential part of evolution,
whose pros and cons cannot be judged instantly. The mutations,
which seem deleterious today, may have inclusive fitness
Heather Long, Selecting a Child’s Genetic Traits, OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS SERIES: HUMAN GENETICS (2014)
T.l. Beauchamp et al., PRINCIPLES OF BIOMEDICAL ETHICS. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 5th ed. 2001).
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tomorrow. Mutations, which seem harmful today, may be the
nature’s preparation for tomorrow. The somatic cell modifications
in humans whereas provide answer to many ailments, the germ
line changes until outcomes of such modifications are
uncontrolled would continue to raise ethical concerns. Thus, the
researchers need to be doubly cautious and some stringent
regulations should be framed regarding the various aspects of germ
line gene modifications and any potential conflict with nature for
future outcome.81
Moreover, the elimination of a gene or modification of a gene could affect the genetic
diversity of the human population82. The United Nations has defined genetic diversity as, “[t]he
variation in the amount of genetic information within and among individuals of a population, a
species, an assemblage, or a community.” 83 Genetic diversity is our inherited toolkit, and the
more varied the genes are in our toolkit as a population, the higher our survivability will and
continue to be. “Genetic diversity has a direct relation to the fitness and survivability of various
species and populations; as genetic diversity decreases within a population, so does the fitness
and survivability of that population.”84 Notably, we do not understand the far-reaching potential
of a gene, whether it is consider a harmful mutation today or not, it may serve a purpose
tomorrow. Employing such a germline edit that would be inherited by future generations without
their consent. The lack of medical consent of future generations is a contravention of human
rights as it breaches their physical integrity, their ability to make choices as to their own bodies.
Foreseeable issues as to consent have been posed by several scientists. Per legal standards and
clinical ethics, it’s long been established that parents are the best and most appropriate decisionmakers over their children until they have reach adulthood. But this presumption is not perfect as
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individuals who have disagreed with the medical decisions of their parents is well-documented.
For example, “wrongful life” suits85 or individuals who have disagreed with their parent’s
surgical decisions about sexual assignment or craniofacial disorders.”86 There are also groups of
people who resist the idea of having their medical status defined as a “disability,” and published
cases of patients who are documented as stating they would not want to correct their medical
condition if given the choice.87
The two principles, beneficence and non-maleficence, derives from the well-known
Hippocratic Oath, “to help and do no harm.88” This age-old oath was established in the 4th
century BCE by Hippocrates, a physician-philosopher. As with any new scientific discovery, the
true long-term effects of CRISPR cannot be realistically gasped. Currently, the known possible
negative effects of genetic engineering are off-target mutagenesis89,90 and mosaicism9192,93.
Applying a benefit-burden analysis, we must rely on alternative safer methods, such as,
preimplantation genetic diagnosis, until we can reasonably and reliably predict the true effects of
CRISPR.
Lastly justice, is a concept concerning fairness and equality. The more pragmatic concern
involves a lack of accessibility, where “therapies,” may be developed using this technology, but
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may only be accessible to the wealthy would add to the already great wedge between socioeconomic classes.
Part II: The Current Laws Regulating Genomic Editing
Laws regulating genetic engineering vary by country, but because of the far-reaching
consequences of this technology, many scientists have called for an international consensus on
regulating ethically sound genetic engineering and banning unethical genetic engineering, or else
face the many or all of the practical dangers and human rights violations I’ve illustrated above.
A.

The International Position on Gene-Editing
The United Nations (UN) is an international organization tasked with maintaining

universal harmony as to peace, security, human rights and more94. Today, the UN has 193
member states95 of the world’s 206 countries. There are several specialized agencies under the
UN, including the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)96, which seeks to promote international collaboration in education, science, and
culture. After being called to prepare an international instrument for the protection of the human
genome in 1993, UNESCO issued a declaration in 1997 entitled the “Universal Declaration on
the Human Genome and Human Rights”97 (the Declaration). Following release, a resolution
entitled the “Implementation of the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human
Rights” was released by the General Conference outlining the methods of implementation of the
Declaration98. Then in 1998, the Declaration was endorsed by the United Nations General
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Assembly99. The Declaration recognizes the importance of research on the human genome but
emphasizes that that research must “fully respect human dignity, freedom and human
rights…”100 The Articles of particular relevance here include: 1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 12, 15 and 24.
Article 1 recognizes that the human genome is symbolic of the heritage of all humankind, and as
such, fundamental to the unity of the human family and their inherent dignity and diversity.
Article 2 sets out a right to respect for human dignity. Article 5 goes into detail of the rights of
the persons concerned, stating that prior to any research, treatment or diagnosis in relation to an
individual’s genomes a thorough risk-benefit assessment must be undertaken. It goes on to also
state that prior, free and informed consent must be obtained, and when it cannot be obtained,
authorization shall be obtained in accordance with the law and guided by the person’s best
interest. Article 15 calls States to provide a framework for the research on the human genome
and to safeguard human rights, human dignity and to protect public health. Lastly, in Article 24,
the Declaration suggests that germ-line gene editing could be contrary to human dignity. Outside
of the important recognitions and recommendations set out by the Declaration, it serves only in
the limited purpose of informing and guiding, and member states have no legally binding
obligations.
In 2015, the International Bioethics Committee of UNESCO101 or the IBC published a
report, Report of the IBC on Updating its Reflection on the Human Genome and Human Rights.
It stated that “[i]nterventions on the human genome should be admitted only for preventive,
diagnostic or therapeutic reasons and without enacting modifications for descendants…The
alternative would be to jeopardize the inherent and therefore equal dignity of all human beings
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and renew eugenics, disguised as the fulfilment of the wish for a better, improved life.”102 The
same year IBC called on states and governments to agree on a moratorium on germline editing as
the safety and efficacy of the procedures had not adequately proven as treatments.103 It also
recommended that states and governments to cooperate on establishing a unified global standard
on the engineering of the human genome by building on the principles set out in the UN’s
Declaration.
B.

Europe
In 1997, the Council of Europe104,105 held an international conference named the

Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, otherwise known as the Oviedo Convention106.
The product was the first and only international text107 that is a legally binding instrument on the
protection of human rights in the biomedical field, namely designed to preserve human dignity,
rights and freedoms. Under Chapter IV, Article 13, it explicitly prohibits germ-line editing. “An
intervention seeking to modify the human genome may only be undertaken for preventive,
diagnostic or therapeutic purposes and only if its aim is not to introduce any modification in the
genome of any descendants.”108 In other words, it only allows genetic engineering in somatic
cells for rehabilitative purposes, namely preventative, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. It also
expressly prohibits making changes to the genetic make-up of a person’s descendants,
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disallowing genetic engineering of germ line cells for enhancement purposes. Those bound by
this treaty are the 29 of the 47 member-states that signed and ratified it109.
In 2000, the European Union created The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union, or CFREU110, which did not have legal effect until 2009 and it bound all members of the
European Union. Under Article 3 in the CFREU, “Right to the integrity of the person,” there is
an explicit prohibition in the fields of medicine and biology from practicing eugenics, “in
particular those aiming at the selection of person.”111
Today, the several European state participants in the above legal documents remain the
only countries, along with The United Kingdom, Canada, Mexico, Brazil and Australia to
implement an express ban on human germline genetic engineering based on legislation112.
Currently, countries like The People’s Republic of China has a ban based only on guidelines that
are less enforceable than laws113; and the United States of America has restrictions on germline
genetic engineering but does not, to date, have a ban114.
C.

People’s Republic of China (China)
The November 2018 CRISPR baby scandal shocked the world and led many scientists

and journalists to criticize not only China for its lack of regulation, but “the East.” Meanwhile
news outlets from China assert that He acted outside of the university, outside of the hospital and
outside the law. So, which is it?
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China has regulatory instruments such as the Ministry of Health and the National Health
and Family Planning Commission or the NHFPC that issues procedures for the management of
human genetic resources and ethical principles for the governance of artificial reproductive
technology. China also has the Chinese Food and Drug Administration or CFDA which issues
good clinical practice standards and a regulation for the ethical review of biomedical research
involving human subjects. The only relevant regulation China has is the 2003 Technical Norms
of Human Assisted Reproduction, or the TNHAR, issued by the NHFPC. The TNHAR prohibits
the manipulation of human genes in human gametes, zygotes or embryos for clinical or
reproductive purposes, but did not place a ban on the use of embryo gene editing in basic and
pre-clinical research. Additionally, these ethics guidelines do not specify punishments for such
violations. The former vice president of the Ministry of Health’s ethics committee, Qiu Renzong,
has commented115 that China has a lack of regulation, so Chinese scientists are only required to
abide by the rules of their institutions, but even when they do violate those rules, there are no
punishments. Another issue in China is the disjointed variation of the legal status of the human
embryo between the different domains, for example, Chinese patent law affords embryos the
legal status of a human being, while civil law characterizes them as ethical objects. Other
identified ethical issues goes back to the heart of Chinese society and Chinese public opinion. It
is believed that the one-child-policy in China has devalued unborn human life for over three
decades in the eyes of the Chinese and has normalized pregnancy termination. And amongst
scientists, there seems to be a utilitarian view on in vitro-fertilized embryos and aborted
embryos. In fact, a study conducted by the Sun Yat-Sen University found that the Chinese public
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widely supports therapeutic use of gene editing in adults and children, however it does not
directly address germline editing.116
So how exactly did He Jiankui pull off this scandalous event? According to news reports,
He skirted all the rules by not obtaining approval from his university for the clinical trial; by
failing to inform the staff researchers working on the trial of the true nature of the project and by
retrospectively registering the clinical trial after the work was complete with the Chinese
authorities117. He did however receive approval from the Medical Ethics Committee of the First
Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yat-Sen University in Guangzhou, China118.
The University made a statement,119 announcing that He acted outside of the school by
failing to report the research to his department and the school and that the Academic Committee
of the Department of Biology of the school found that his acts were deemed to be serious
violations of academic ethics and academic norms. They finally asserted that the school has strict
requirements as to scientific research which complies with international academic ethics and
academic norms and that they have launched an investigation and plan to publish relevant
information. Additionally, officials from China’s national health commission have also stated
that they would investigate He’s unlawful behavior. Further, per the South China Morning Post,
over 120 Chinese scientists have signed an open letter to He, condemning him for his work.120
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Astonishingly, an article121 that He co-authored has also surfaced, where he proposes and
outlines ethical principles as to the clinical applications of germline gene-editing.
Lastly, it has also been speculated whether He’s experiment was well-intentioned in
response to China’s history with HIV122 or ill-intentioned, given that he has started several
companies and is the CEO of his own DNA sequencing company, Direct Genomics.123 As of the
date of this article, China has not yet acted, in fact, it is not known exactly where He is, but it has
been reported that He was suspended without pay,124 and other news reports have reported that
He has been detained125. Whether or not China’s deficient regulation or He’s malfeasance is to
blame, Lulu and Nana’s human rights have been violated. Some of He’s work has been reviewed
by independent scientists who have raised concerns about He having altered both the CCR5 gene
in one twin, but only having altered one copy in the other126. Another concern is that although He
contends he personally procured informed consent from all the parents that participated in the
trial127, this information remains unverified as the identities of all the couples have remained
anonymous.
D.
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It is important to note that as of the date of this paper, December 2018, the United States has
not yet banned gene-editing, but there are two legislative initiatives and an executive branch
response that does address and limit uses of genetic engineering technologies.
1. Legislative Branch and Funding
The Dickey-Wicker amendment of 1996128 and the Omnibus Spending Bill of 2015
prohibit the remittance of federal funding for germ-line gene editing, but is silent on somatic
gene editing.
In 1996, the Dickey Wicker Amendment passed through Congress which bans the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) from making federal funding available for:
(1) the creation of a human embryo or embryos for research
purposes; or
(2) research in which a human embryo or embryos are destroyed,
discarded, or knowingly subjected to risk of injury or death greater
than that allowed for research on fetuses in utero under 45 CFR
46.208(a)(2) and 42 U.S.C. 289g(b).For purposes of this section, the
phrase "human embryo or embryos" shall include any organism, not
protected as a human subject under 45 CFR 46 as of the date of
enactment of this Act, that is derived by fertilization,
parthenogenesis, cloning, or any other means from one or more
human gametes.
In 2015, the Subcommittee on Research and Technology of the U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Science, Space and Technology held a hearing129 and issued a
charter130 named The Science and Ethics of Genetically Engineered Human DNA. This hearing
was followed by Congress passing a $1.1 trillion Omnibus Spending Bill that increased the
budget of the National Institute of Health (NIH) by $2 billion. Congress also placed new
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restrictions on the use of the federal funding specifically so that no funds would be made
available for embryonic gene-editing. While restrictions on federal funding provide for a
deterrence mechanism, the potential of growth and economics within the science community are
commonly measured by private investments131. Companies include Editas Medicine, a firm
known to have obtained licenses for gene editing patent rights and CRISPR, raised $94.4 million
in its 2016 initial public offering.132 CRISPR Therapeutics AG, a firm founded by a co-inventor
of CRISPR, raised a total of $96 million in 2016.133 Caribou Biosciences, Inc., another firm
founded by another co-inventor of CRISPR, raised a total of $30 million in 2016.134

2. Executive Branch Regulation
Francis S. Collins, the director of the NIH, an operating division under the Department of
Health and Human Services, has made two statements of relevance. In 2015135, following the
passing of the funding guidelines from Congress, he expressly stated the NIH would not fund
germ-line gene-editing, he cited safety and ethical issues, such as lack of consent of future
generations, and a current lack of compelling medical applications that would justify the use on
embryos. Then in 2018,136 following Dr. He Jiankui’s presentation at the 2018 International
Summit on Human Genome Editing, Collins called his work “deeply disturbing.” Collins
reiterated that the NIH does not support germ-line gene-editing and he goes even further to call
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for the development of binding international consensus on setting limits for genome editing
research.
In 2017, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine or the
Academies, created a congressional charter, released a statement saying that germline geneediting could one day be permitted under stringent oversight, and recommending that only
clinical trials involving somatic editing of diseases and disabilities should be allowed at this time
in scientific research.137
The Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA), a federal governing body under the
executive branch is charged with promoting and protecting public health and enforcing laws in
accordance with those duties. The FDA is empowered to regulate gene-editing technologies
pursuant to two acts: “drugs138” and “devices139” under The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act of 1939 (FDCA)140 and “biological products” under The Public Health Service Act of 1944
(PHSA)141. In an article posted on the FDA website, “Therapeutic Cloning and Genome
Modification,142” it states that the FDA “has regulatory authority over genetically manipulated
cells and/or their derivatives.” Lastly, similar to China, before any clinical use of gene-edited
embryos can be implanted for pregnancy, permission must be granted from the FDA, whereas in
China, the Ministry of Health grants permissions.143
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c.

What does the Public Think?
In a 2016 survey144 titled, “A Global Social Media Survey of Attitudes to Human

Genome Editing,” over 12,000 people were surveyed on their opinions of gene-editing, which
contrary to popular belief, is more popular than not in respondents recruited through social media
who had a median age of 24, with people mostly from the United States of America, the United
Kingdom, Japan or China. Most notably, 59.0% of respondents supported gene-editing in
children and adults to cure life-threatening diseases and 59.4% of respondents supported geneediting to cure debilitating diseases. Further, 43.3% of respondents disagreed with the use of
gene editing technology for non-health related purposes. Per the survey, respondents viewed both
somatic and germ-line editing applications as comparable. In another surprising survey145
conducted in 2018, found that most Americans, 72%, think it is appropriate to use technology to
germline edit for therapeutic purposes.
F.

Conclusion
There is a need for global consensus on genetic engineering as the human rights of two

newly born twins have been violated. While there are countries that have banned germline
editing like Canada146, there are many countries with ambiguous rules147 and even still, countries
with troubling stances on the topic148. Guidelines grounded in ethics are required to avoid
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additional human rights violations, because even if we all collectively banned germline cell
editing, human rights could still be violated with somatic cell editing. I have summarized a
potentially problematic application of somatic cell editing below.
Part III: Potentially Problematic Applications
If the United States were to adopt the generally accepted regulatory framework as their peer
countries, there are still numerous potential applications that are ethically problematic and
morally questionable, I will discuss one: criminal intervention.
a) Criminal intervention
From the crime scene, to the courtroom, the criminal justice has long been aided by science
and mathematics. These fields are respected as their findings are most reliable and when used
properly, irrefutably accurate. Before DNA testing and forensics were fully developed into the
tool as it is used today in the criminal justice system, in the 1970s we had already started to begin
to collect and store DNA swabs and samples from crime scenes before we even had the ability to
test that information accurately, knowing we would one day have the necessary scientific
resources to do so149. Today, science’s role is an important aspect of criminal convictions,
science floods the discovery proceedings with every kind of niche expert witness such as
forensic engineers, toxicologists and blood spatter analysts. The United States of America has
long been criticized for its unsustainable and inefficient criminal justice system, and efforts are
increasingly made to correct the flawed system, such as bail reform150 and juvenile offender
reform,151 from both sides of the political spectrum. The current president of the US, Donald
Trump has gone so far as to say on CNN, “We [] have to come up with punishment that is far
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quicker and far greater than the punishment these animals are getting right now. [] We need
quick justice and we need strong justice. Much quicker and much stronger than we have right
now. Because what we have right now is a joke and is a laughing stock.152”
We have also long sought to deter delinquency and to make sense of why crime exists, but
what if we had the power to stop it? I have no doubt that if we were to think of the most heinous
and worst offenders of human society, most people would want something to be done about it, if
we could. Could we do something about serial killers and pedophiles? Maybe science will take
us there one day, but today, this proposition is entirely theoretical.
In an article from Oxford, "Prior to the discovery of CRISPR-Cas9, the emerging debate
about the legal implications of the relationship between MAOA and violent crime focused on
whether such information should mitigate offender culpability, or whether it should increase
length of detention as it suggests that an offender is a poor candidate for rehabilitation. CRISPRCas9 could shift this debate, as direct intervention becomes possible: the technology could
provide a tool to help prevent violent crime, or deal with repeat offenders.153"
According to a dissertation by Kevin Beaver, currently a professor of criminology at Florida
State University entitled, “THE INTERSECTION OF GENES, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF OFFENDING154,” there are
five different genes that with certain environmental interactions give insight behind criminal or
delinquent behavior, those are DAT1, DRD2, DRD4, 5HTT and MAOA. He concludes by
stating that biosocial research is important and is needed to explain how crime comes to be, “as
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the 21st century marches on, biosocial criminology will hold the key to uncovering the dynamic
processes that unfold and contribute to the development of antisocial behaviors. Until a biosocial
approach to the study of crime is accepted, traditional theories of crime will remain
underdeveloped, incomplete, and impoverished. With the recent mapping of the human genome
and with almost daily discoveries about the function of certain genes, the time is ripe to embrace
biosocial explanations to the study of crime and delinquency.”
I now turn to MAOA or as it is colloquially known as the “human warrior gene.” MAOA
is an enzyme, scientifically known as monoamine oxidase A. A mutation of MAOA can cause a
rare genetic disorder leading to an MAOA deficiency which results in excess monoamine
transmitters in the brain like serotonin and dopamine. This deficiency causes “excessive
impulsive behavior including hypersexuality, sleep disorder and extreme mood swings as well as
a tendency to violence, which is known as Brunner syndrome.”155 This deficiency was first
reported by a Dutch geneticist Han Gerrit Brunner after observing about five generations of a
family in the Netherlands. He found that all the men seemed to have a proclivity for violence,
“[o]ne had tried to rape his sister; another had tried to run his boss down with a car; a third had
forced his sisters to undress at knife point. Furthermore, the violent streak had a long history. In
1962 the woman’s granduncle had prepared a family tree that identified nine other males with
the same disorder, tracing it as far back as 1870.” Brunner and his colleagues found that this was
defect was inherited via the X chromosome, which crippled the MAOA enzyme which helps
regulate aggressive behavior.156 In an experiment conducted in 1995, mice that lacked MAOA
were found to be highly aggressive, but when MAOA was reintroduced, they returned to their
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normal behavior.157 Gene editing could disproportionately impact minority groups who have
increasing chances of carrying the MAOA deficiency. For example, another study found that the
MAOA deficiency seemed to be more prevalent among the Māori of New Zealand than among
the non-native New Zealand Caucasians158159.
Use of behavior genetic evidence has already been used in criminal proceedings, and
there is at least one case in the United States in which expert testimony on MAOA was
introduced and lead to the reduced sentence of the defendant.160 Bradley Waldroup was charged
with first degree murder and attempted first degree murder after a domestic dispute that carried
the death penalty161. The jury returned a verdict of voluntary manslaughter and attempted
second-degree murderer. Waldroup was sentenced to the maximum term, 32 years in prison.
As Kevin Beaver points out, this research is far more complex than the standard nature
versus nurture conversation typically had. The genes alone do not just act alone, there is an
environment-factor as well. Jim Fallon, a professor of psychiatry at the University of California,
is a person who has a lot of murderers in his family tree and carries the genes that would tend to
say that he would be more inclined to commit violent acts. But Professor Fallon has never
displayed them162.
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Even if germline cell genetic engineering was banned, somatic cell genetic engineering
would have numerous potentially problematic and ethically unsound applications, aside from
criminal intervention, like military enhancement,163 just to name a few.
Conclusion
Lulu and Nana are the first genetically modified human on earth. Lulu and Nana did not
consent to this treatment. In fact, their entire genetic bloodline who will carry this edited gene in
perpetuity has not consented. A grave dishonor has been perpetrated on the personal autonomy
and human dignity of the twins and their future progeny. While scientists have predicted
potentially harmful effects,164 they cannot know the unknown. He violated the human rights of
not only the twins but of humankind. He opened a door that we can never close. Until a global
consensus is formed, the potential for human right violations through germline and somatic
genetic engineering remains open.
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